Knitting Pattern by Martina Behm

Pretty Planner Bag

S

trickplaner will be dressing up this year with this cute planner bag embellished with a simple, yet

effective lace pattern out of a luxurious but sturdy yarn: wool and silk in combination with ramie. So
durable you could make socks out of it! Relaxed garter stitch and the lace pattern alternate, so you
will be able to finish this in no time.
You will knit back and forth while strategically placed increases and decreases and a couple of short
rows will create the three-dimensional shape of the bag. Except for the tiny bit where the strap is
attached, there is no seaming.

Material
• 40 g fingering weight yarn

• Strickmich! label, sewing needle and thread
(optional)

(ca. 425 m / 100 g), here: Pascuali Pinta (60%
wool, 20% silk, 20% ramie), color “Weinrot”

Gauge

• 2 mm (US 0) circular needle, length 80 cm (32

28 stitches and 64 rows / 10 cm /

inches)

4 inches in garter stitch

• 2 ring stitch markers
• tapestry needle

Please respect my copyright. Do not distribute this pattern, do not use it or items made with it for commercial purposes.
No photocopying.© Martina Behm 2020 www.strickmich.de
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Pretty Planner Bag
Instructions
Cast on 7 stitches.
Setup Row: kfb, place marker, knit 5, place marker, m1, knit 1. 9 stitches.
Continue with Part I.
Part I
Row: kfb, knit to marker, slm, knit 5, slm, m1, knit to end.
Note: Every repeat of the Row adds 2 stitches.
Repeat the Row until the long side of the triangle (the one without live stitches) fits around the book
cover from front to back, slightly (!) stretched (in the sample, the Row was worked 89 times, 97
stitches). Continue with Part II.
Part II
Rows 1 and 2: k
 nit to marker, slm, knit 5, slm, m1, knit to last stitch, w&t.
Row 3: [knit 4, yo, ssk] repeat until 6 or fewer stitches remain before the marker, knit to marker,
slm, knit 5, slm, m1, [knit 4, k2tog, yo] repeat until 6 or fewer stitches remain before next
wrapped stitch, knit to 1 before wrapped stitch, w&t. 
Row 4: purl to marker, slm, knit 5, slm, m1, purl to 1 before wrapped stitch, w&t.
Note: Every time you work Row 3 or 4, you will wrap an additional stitch that will remain unworked in the
following rows and increase one stitch, i.e. the number of stitches to be worked remains constant.
Repeat Rows 3 and 4 until the middle axis is long enough to cover the book’s spine
slightly (!) stretched (14 repeats were worked in the sample). Continue with Part III.

kfb knit once into front of loop, leave stitch on

k2tog knit 2 together.

the left needle, knit once into back of loop, slip
stitch off left needle.

ssk [slip 1 as if to knit] twice, insert left needle
into both sts and knit them together.

m1 make 1: increase one stitch by wrapping the

w&t wrap and turn, i. e. put yarn in front, slip

working yarn around your right needle with

next stitch, turn work. On the next row, put the

half a twist (as for the backwards-loop cast

yarn in front again and slip the first stitch –

on).

you have wrapped one stitch.

slm slip marker.

Videos about all techniques used: www.

yo yarn over.

strickmich.de/prettyplanner

Bitte respektieren Sie mein Urheberrecht: Kein Verkauf ohne mein Einverständnis, kein Fotokopieren, kein Weiterverschicken per E-mail,
keine Veröffentlichung im Internet. Sollten Sie diese Anleitung kostenlos erhalten haben, handelt es sich um eine illegale Raubkopie.
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Pretty Planner Bag

Der Strickplaner 2021 ist ein praktischer Taschenkalender speziell für Strickerinnen – mit
vielen Extra-Seiten für Strickprojekte und -Ideen! Das Weekview-Zeitmanagementsystem
hilft dir dabei, deinen Alltag in den Griff zu bekommen – für mehr entspannte Strickzeit!
Den Strickplaner gibt’s im Strickmich Shop und bei ausgewählten Händlern.
Part III
Row: knit to 2 before marker, k2tog, slm, knit 5, slm, knit to 1 before the last wrapped stitch, w&t.
Repeat the Row until only one unwrapped stitch each remains outside of both markers.
Note: Every time you work the Row, you will wrap one additional stitch and knit two together, i.e. the number
of stitches to be worked decreases by 2.
Continue with Part IV.
Part IV
Row: slip 1 as if to purl, slm, knit 5, slm, slip 1, pick up the wrap from the next stitch
and place it on the left needle, then knit together the slipped stitch, the wrap and
the next stitch (3 loops), turn work.
Repeat the Row until no wrapped stitches remain, removing the markers during the last repeat. Continue with Part V.
Part V
Row: purl 1, knit 6.
Repeat the row until the strap has the desired length when stretched to the max. Bind off.
Sew the end of the strap to the opposite side of the bag.
Finishing
Weave in ends, and sew on the Strickmich! label if desired.
Please respect my copyright. Do not distribute this pattern, do not use it or items made with it for commercial purposes.
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Pretty Planner Bag
Schematic

Opening

Lower edge of book
(12.5 cm / 5 inches)

Part IV

Part V

Part III
Part II

Part I

Direction of
Knitting
Spine of book (18.5 cm / 7.5 inches)
Find Pinta by Pascuali in
Strickmich! Shop

Free Email Newsletter:
www.strickmich.de/newsletter
This knitting pattern is free, but is subject to copyright, as are all my knitting patterns. Please respect my
c opyright: Do not distribute this pattern, do not publish it or parts of it, the instructions or charts on the internet,

especially not in forums or on platforms like Facebook. Do not use the photographs without my written c onsent.
Do not imitate. Do not forward it via email. Do not distribute printed copies. Do not translate without my written
consent. Do not use it or items made with it for commercial purposes. All rights reserved.
© Martina Behm 2018, Damsdorf, Germany.

